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FAREWELL, THANKS, GOODBYE, AND AMEN

After a decade of adventures,Star Trek fans bid a final farewell to the Experience
By Norman Van Houten
   It is with deep regret that I submit this article. The Star Trek Experience in Las Vegas closed after a ten-year run on 
August 31st of this year. The exhibit was the “Mecca” for the Star Trek Fan. It was housed in the Las Vegas Hilton 
hotel. The collection of costumes and timeline of the development of the Star Trek Universe was a wonder for all 
who “traveled where no man has gone before”.  The models, movie props, and of course the two main attractions 
were an indescribably tremendous enjoyment for fans of all ages.
   When I rst learned that the exhibit was closing, I decided that a trip to Las Vegas was necessary and booked 
ights and a hotel ASAP.  The trip was very enjoyable and fullled a promise that I had made in 2004, when 
I last visited the attraction.  I vowed to have my picture taken on the bridge of the Enterprise, and now had a 
deadline to achieve before the end.
   As many of you know, Star Trek was very inuential 
in my life. As a child watching TOS, with Kirk, Spock, 
McCoy, Scotty, et al, it sparked my interest in science. 
I held this interest throughout high school and college, 
and today it made me the man I have become: a PhD in 
Toxicology and professor at one of the state universities.
   The “rides”, Klingon Encounter and Borg Invasion, 
were cinematic excellence and a sensory-rich experi-
ence that gave the participant a true sense of life aboard 
a spacecraft in the future. The Klingon Encounter was 
a participatory journey that placed the Enterprise in an 
epic battle to save the ship and personnel while combat-
ing an alien attack. The Borg Invasion utilized a script 
whereby the Borg had teleported back in time to our 
“present”, looking for an ancestor of a future person 
whom the Borg will pursue in the distant future. Part of 
the ride was two-dimensional; the nal part was in 3D 
and had spectacular special effects.
   While in Las Vegas I had the opportunity to meet 
a former cast member of the Star Trek Experience. He 
portrayed a Klingon and had worked at the site for 
three years. He told me that there was some disagree-
ment between the Hilton and the Star Trek Experience 
over the rental space agreement. It was further specu-
lated that the exhibit would possibly be relocated to 
Florida with the other tourist attractions, Universal Stu-
dios, Disney, etc.
   As a true Star Trek fan, I hope that this holds 
true and the attraction is relocated and reopened soon.
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Star Trek Fans, Meet the new “Star Trek!”

characters Spock and Kirk. There are scenes following their growth from 
childhood through to the early days of their service in Stareet.
The trailer is action-packed, with scenes of epic space battles and hand-
to-hand combat. Attention to detail has been paid to the crew’s wardrobe, 
which has been upgraded to live up to High-Denition standards in 
today’s lm-making. A re-edit of the full-length trailer was released a 
few weeks later online featuring a scene with Leonard Nimoy reprising 
his role as an elderly Spock. 
Intel is sponsoring a website in support of the new feature. It is now 
online and accessible, including a dynamic ‘virtual tour’ of one of the 
other ships to prominently feature in this new movie: the U.S.S. Kelvin. 
The interactive website can be found here: 
https://boldlygo.intel.com/content/index.html
The new faces in the familiar roles are: 
Chris Pine as James T. Kirk, Zachary Quinto as Spock, Karl Urban as 
Leonard McCoy, Simon Pegg as Montgomery Scott, John Cho as Hikaru 
Sulu, Anton Yelchin as Pavel Chekov, and Zoe Saldana as Uhura.

By Todd Brugmans

   November 2008 has marked the beginning of the concen-
trated multi-media advertising blitz in support of the new 
“Star Trek” feature from producer J.J. Abrams, due to release 
on May 8th, 2009.
It started with the enterrainment magazines (and their 
respective websites) posting released still images from the 
new feature lm, scant weeks in advance of the rst full-
length trailer for the lm, which was tied to the most recent 
James Bond feature, “Quantum of Solace” at the beginning 
of the Thanksgiving/Christmas holiday movie season. Fot 
the rst time, fans both new and old are getting to see 
glimpses into Abrams’ vision for the ‘Final Frontier’. Feed-
back from what has been seen has varried greatly, with pas-
sionate observations made by those in favor of the changes 
they have seen, and those who are concerned that this is no 
longer the Trek they have come to know and love for over 
four decades. 
The footage from the full-length trailer is full of high-energy, 
and outlines several periods of time in the lives of the core 

Images courtesy Empire online and Entertainment Weekly online.
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I GOT YER TECHNICAL DRAWIN’ RIGHT HERE
By Matt Rielly
   Okay, I’ve been getting requests from some folks, wondering when I’m going to put some of the tech-oriented artwork I have a reputation for into 
Avenger News. Well, I’ve nally broken down and let my twin muses of Caffeine and Chaos (along with Lady Egg-Nog) inspire me to do this little 
piece, not only as a debut, but also to celebrate the holiday season. What can be more appropriate than Santa’s Sleigh, or at least what I envision 
as an updated model (take THAT, Popular Mechanics)?
   I call this model the Yuletide X-2008. 
Although you can imagine this thing coming 
with all the modern conveniences like GPS, 
improved aerodynamics (if you could make 
a sleigh more aerodynamic), and so forth, 
this vehicle still relies on the time-honored 
ETR (Eight Tiny Reindeer; Nine if you count 
Rudolph, who is more a guide) propulsion 
system. The following list includes numbered 
“call-outs” to the various components of this 
pimped-out holiday ride:
   1) Heated driver’s bench
   2) Cargo tie-down rail
   3) Entry step rung
   4) Main landing gear
   5) Starboard-side running light
   6) Headlights
   7) Stabilizer n (‘cause tail ns look wicked 
cool)
   8) Rein tie-down rail
   9) Main wing
   10) Braking ap
   11) Port-side running light
   12) Tail lights
   13) Aileron
   14) Cargo bay

“BOLT” TO YOUR LOCAL THEATERS!
A Movie Review by Annie Slonski
   I had the opportunity to see a brilliant movie, which just happens to use 3-D technology. It’s the Disney-produced 
movie “Bolt”, starring the voice talents of John Travolta as the main character, Bolt, and Miley Cyrus as Bolt’s 
owner and friend, Penny. Both turn in excellent performances.
   The movie is absolutely charming and heart-warming, with a good solid storyline. In short, the premise of the 
movie is that Bolt is a dog who is the star of a top-rated television show. Bolt is endowed with exceptional super 
powers and manages to rescue Penny each week from the evil clutches of a villain who has her father kidnapped 
and in constant danger.
   One day, Bolt is accidentally shipped off of the studio lot from his home in Los Angeles and nds himself 3,000 
miles away in New York City. There he nds himself alone, afraid and, unbeknownst to him, without his powers. 
Along the way, he meets some wise-cracking pigeons that seem to be right out of “The Sopranos”. You can tell 
that the animators spent a great deal of time studying pigeons as the movements of these animated characters are 
amazingly close to how real pigeons move.
   While trying to make sense out of his surreal situation, Bolt meets a stray alley cat named Mittens. Mittens is a 
tough-as-nails, street-smart cat who unwillingly and grudgingly helps get Bolt on his path toward home. Along the way, the two meet a Bolt-idolizing 
hamster named “Rhino”. Rhino is excited to be joining his hero, Bolt, and Mittens on their journey. He brings with him his hamster ball, which 
it seems like he’s been in for all of his life. There he is, just rolling along down the road next to Bolt and Mittens. Their journeys take them to 
unexpected places and put them in less than ideal situations, but they nally do reach their destination. It’s during this part of the lm that we are 
introduced to the west coast pigeons, kinda like the surfer dudes of the avian world. I totally enjoyed both coast versions of the pigeons. They were 
among the funniest characters in the movie and were a very nice augmentation to the story.
   The movie carries a good message about friendships and family and is just plain fun to watch. “Bolt” is being shown in both the 2-D and 3-D 
format, depending upon the theater. I saw it in the 3-D format. The good thing about this movie is that the 3-D is not used as an “in-your-face-see-
what-we-can-do-with-it” experience. Rather, the 3-D helps to enhance the movie-watching experience and brings more life to the characters. The 2-D 
version would probably be just as good, but 3-D seems to be the wave of the CGI animation future. We were treated to several previews of upcoming 
CGI animated 3-D movies, all of which looked quite intriguing.
   When you go see the movie, I would suggest bringing a tissue or two, as there were some tears near the end, but as with any Disney animated movie, 
you know that “and they lived happily ever after!”  But I won’t say how!

My rating:  31⁄2 Starships out of 5
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DIVISION REPORTS

By Judy Waidlich
   Time ies, and it is time for another newsletter. The group 
has been busy. There were many parties: Challenger and Asimov 
Anniversary Parties, and Halloween parties. There was Chiller, the 
Toms River Halloween Party, and chances to see some movies in 
theaters and at people’s homes. Quite a bit happened.
   Thanks to Mike Rupprecht for having people over in mid-
November to view the original version of “The Day the Earth 
Stood Still”, and for having us over to view the remastered 3rd 
season of TOS.
   A group of us descended on the local theater to see “Quantum of 
Solace”, a fast-paced, lots-of-action Bond ick. (Thanks to Carlos 
for showing us some of the behind-the-scenes stuff at the theater, 
too!)  We also had a planning session for our Movie Op - the 
recruitment table at the release of “Star Trek” in May.
   At the planning session, we laid out our ideas, particularly for 
building a transporter pad to take digital photos. We set up three 
future work sessions: one to re-work our displays, one to develop 
a Powerpoint presentation, and one to paint our transporter pad. 
All are welcome to contribute. Also, if you have any photos with 
our crew at any events, send them in (especially if digital). I’ve 
been scanning my photos, and have about a box and a quarter 
to sift through, which includes the stack I’m currently looking at 
next to the scanning. I go through the photos, pick the good ones, 
and scan them and send them off to Alex and/or Todd.
   Alex and I went to Maryland to see the premiere of the “Star-
ship Farragut” team’s two “Crew Logs” short lms, “Just Passing 
Through” (which shows how J T’s and Mike’s relationship began) 
and “A Rock and a Hard Place” (where Captain Jack and a 

geologist do a survey of a planet). There was 
also a bloopers segment. We were told of a 
parody DVD due out for the summer which 
they will use for a fund-raiser. I had thought 
about posting the event to the region list; 
there might have been a bigger showing than 
us, Dean Rogers (who was in the rst short), 
the A-Team (Jim and Mary Ann Pugliese), 
Steve Guminsky, George Ann Wheeler, and 
Ponch. Dean could not attend the dinner at 
the 94th Aero Squadron due to having a term 
paper to nish. The rest of us sat together. 
The food was good; there was a Caesar salad, 
rolls, pasta salad, penne pasta with vege-
tables, chicken and cornbread stufng, rice 
pilaf, sautéed vegetables, and a beef dish, 
lowed by chocolate mousse and fruit for 
dessert.
   There is our holiday party at Norm’s after/
during our December meeting. We also have 
a ction workshop, the Challenger Cookie 
exchange, and a trip to see the new version of 

MEANWHILE, BACK ON 
THE BRIDGE...
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“The Day the Earth Stood Still” in early December.
   A lot is going on next year, too! Farpoint, the Intergalactic Food 
Fest, and a trip to the Adventure Aquarium are on the calendar.
   A brief personal note: I have not nished my thesis rough draft, 
but work is continuing more slowly. I may not attend a full battery 
of events in order to nish the nal bits for the rough draft. The 
main reason is my new job that I started October 13th. It isn’t that 
difcult, except there seem to be a zillion SOPs for the work to be 
done (a good 40 and I haven’t learned them all, yet). I managed 
to get a job at Rutgers, at the Cell and DNA Repository. There are 
two divisions, the cell part (where I’m at) and the DNA part. We 
collect cells and save them. The cells come from blood. I haven’t 
learned the part with the blood other than logging it in and setting 
it up for the others to work with. It requires one to stay focused so 
one doesn’t contaminate anything. I’m usually mentally exhausted 
by the end of the day, leaving weekends to nish all my tasks.
   We have nearly a full calendar for the months ahead, but there’s 
still room for more. We have a lot to be thankful for; I hope 
everyone enjoys the holidays. So everyone, stay active and keep 
in touch.

Fleet Captain Judy
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    As of this writing, it’s already into the rst week of December. That 
has me wondering, where has this year gone? If it’s gone by so fast, 
then I’d like to think it’s because I’ve been having a lot of fun! You 
know the old saying, “time ies when you’re having fun!”
   December is usually a month when we look back on the past year, 
on our accomplishments, our milestones, and yes, some of the things 
we would rather forget about. You know. The usual stuff. So, I guess 
if I had to name one thing, I would have to say that the milestone for 
me this year was turning 50. Yes, the BIG 5-0. Or, to put it another 
way, I’ve turned a half-century old. Or, I’m just getting old. Or, I’m 
over-the-hill. Or, I’m having trouble climbing that hill. But I have to 
say that honestly, age really is just a number, and I would like to think 
of mine as unlisted! And age really is a number. I don’t FEEL like 
I’m 50. Well, okay, some days I do with aches and pains, but in my 
head somehow I just know that it’s some cruel joke somebody played 
on me by throwing out this arbitrary number, which has this nasty 
tendency to increase with each passing year. There are times when I 
see myself as being in my early twenties, and yes, even act like it, too. 
At least that’s how it feels to me in my head. I’m still at that point in 
my life where I’m having a lot of fun and being able to be, at times, 
wild and crazy like I was when I WAS in my twenties.  
   I think a big part of that is because of the company I keep. If you’re 
thinking that the company I keep are folks in their twenties, think 
again. I keep company with people, who, for the most part are my 
peers and my contemporaries. It’s just that, to me, it seems like the 
people I hang around with don’t always realize their true ages, either. 
My life sometimes feels like that commercial jingle, “I don’t want to 
grow up, I’m a Toys R Us kid!” Yes, I still like to go into toy stores, 
and yes, there are times when I DO play with the toys in the toy store! 
But what it boils down to is that I hang around with this crazy bunch 
of people in a little organization you may be somewhat familiar with. 
It’s called STARFLEET. Or, more specically, the crazy bunch of 
folks within STARFLEET on the U.S.S. Avenger and the U.S.S. Chal-
lenger (some other chapters, too...especially this one out in Kentucky, 
but that’s a story for another time)! It’s hanging around folks who 
love to have adventures, do fun activities, and enjoy getting together 

at social gatherings. I don’t know about you, but I live for these social 
gatherings! You see, there’s a little bit of history behind this. During my 
married life, my ex was a ho-hum, hang-around-the-house, don’t-want-to-
go-anywhere-and-make-friends kind of person. That ALL changed the day I 
joined STARFLEET. Now, I can’t even begin to tell you how busy my life 
has become! My poor mother’s head is constantly spinning around because 
she can’t keep up with me. Heck, there are times I can’t even keep up with 
me! I used to envy my friends who had busy social calendars and would tell 
me of their plans when I knew that all I had to look forward to were boring 
weekends. Now, I can say that I have a busy social calendar, too! Finally.
   I can say that I’ve been to places and have done things that would never 
have been possible without any of these unique people! It is through these 
friendships and adventures that I feel like I nally have become the person I 
was always meant to be. And if all of this helps keep me feeling young, then 
I think I shall live forever.
   Yes, looking back on the year so quickly passing, it will be remembered 
fondly as the year that I continued my ongoing mission to have fun. To 
meet new people, to have new and exciting experiences. To boldly go where 
I always dreamed of going...happily, joyfully and gladly embracing the won-
derful insanity that is my life. May you all have such wonderful journeys with 
good friends and people you love.
   It’s getting late and my night staff is calling for me to come help 
them decorate our Christmas tree here in Sick Bay. I think I’ll just take a 
look and see if any of the discarded medical equipment do-dads will make 
interesting, colorful lights and decorations. We’ll see what the fruits of our 
combined creative efforts are when we dim the room lights. I’m sure it will 
be magnicent. There might even be a present or two under that tree.  I’ve 
been good... 
   Here is wishing you and your loved ones a VERY Merry Christmas, a 
VERY Happy and Healthy New Year, and may the coming year bring you 
nothing but good things. I’ll see you on the other side.

Until next time . . .
Commander Annie Slonski

Chief Medical Ofcer
U.S.S. Avenger

ENGINEERING DIVISION
by Matthew J. Rielly
   The division’s assistant chief, Mike Rupprecht, hosted a 
post-Thanksgiving marathon of remastered Star Trek original 
third-season episodes at his place, as an alternative to braving 
the “Black Friday” shopping crowds. We managed to screen 
about six or seven episodes, and marveled at the new CGI 
effects inserted into each one. We paused for dinner at Old 
Man Rafferty’s nearby, and fun was had by all in attendance, 
including myself.
   Otherwise, Thanksgiving was devoted mainly to time spent 
with our families for the most part. The division is continuing 
to keep in touch with its members to make sure all is well and 

that they are more than welcome to chime back at any time.
   I also represented the division in an opening-weekend screening of 
the latest James Bond lm, “Quantum of Solace”. Again, we extend 
special thanks and appreciation to Carlos Maldonado for securing 
tickets and giving us a personal guided tour of the projection facili-
ties at the AMC New Brunswick 18, where we saw the lm. Our 
contingent adjourned for a late supper afterward at one of our usual 
haunts, the Omega Diner.
   I am pleased to see the ship overall take a more dynamic approach 
to things as of late, and I look forward to the holiday season and 
the new year ahead.
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DIVISION REPORTS
SCIENTIFIC METHODS
   Well, things are ying fast and furious in the world 
of Trek. We’re in the midst of the “Destiny” trilogy of 
novels, and that’s proving out its potential for shaking 
things up in the latter era Trek world. And, of course, the 
new Trek lm is making news, with the release of the rst 
full trailer and descriptions of four scenes that J.J. Abrams 
has been previewing in Europe. As with any new Trek 
production, fan response has been mixed, with some folks 
loving the new material, others hating it, and a whole 
bunch of folks some where in between. I think it worth 
noting that there’s still a great deal we haven’t seen or 
heard about the lm, so it’ll be a good, long, tense wait 
‘til the opening in May!
   Speaking of that opening, our plans are well underway 
for the recruiting operation at the theater on opening 
weekend. We’ll have several working meetings leading up 
to that, any help that folks can provide for that weekend 
itself will be hugely appreciated! If you can assist, let Judy 
or Todd know ASAP. I gotta tell ya’, we’re cooking up 
some pretty neat stuff for this event!
   Meanwhile, on the ship and division front, we’ve been 
busy planning stuff, including the next division-sponsored 
trip. As I’d written previously, the Adventure Aquarium in 
Camden, NJ had been gaining a lot of favor, and we have 
decided to move ahead with that trip idea. The choice was 
made to hold the event in April, though, to improve the 

chances for good weather that day, since there are a number of outdoor 
aspects to the aquarium that we’d like to enjoy, as well.
   Other plans being looked at around the ship include possible trips to 
the Intrepid Sea, Air, and Space Museum, and another ction workshop.    
As always, if you’ve got ideas or thoughts for future SciDiv-sponsored 
trips, do feel free to send them along! They can be elaborate or very 
simple ones. Either’s totally cool. Obviously, the hope would be that 
we’re nding ways to have fun together, and maybe learn something 
along the way.
   I should note, by the way, that we’ve been doing some pretty cool 
stuff together already. Among our recent events have been a group movie 
outing to see “Quantum of Solace” (and the “Star Trek” trailer!), and a 
marathon viewing of remastered episodes of TOS. Special thanks go out 
to Carlos Maldonado, Jr., who took us on a very neat behind-the-scenes 
tour of the projection areas of the theater, and to Mike Rupprecht, who 
hosted the marathon. Both of those events were a lot of fun, and we hope 
to continue to do similar ones in the future.
   And with that, I’ll bring this issue’s column to a close. As usual, check 
out “Science Highlights” and let us know what you think. (And feel free 
to contribute your own suggestions for the coolest science events in the 
last couple of months!) Don’t forget the Events Calendar for some neat 
upcoming things to do. And if you’ve got any comments, suggestions or 
ideas, don’t hesitate to drop me a line. Take care, and ‘til next time…

Ad Astra!                                      ADM Alex Rosenzweig
Chief Science Ofcer
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Where were you when...
Compiled By Alex Rosenzweig

Avenger Movie Trip to “A Quantum of Solace”:

1) Matt was sitting on the oor in front of his seat. legs hanging over the ledge in the movie theater while seeing “Quantum of Solace”, 
looking as though Bond had shot him?  (AS/TB)

2) Annie totally freaked out and was so excited at seeing her rst look at the new Trek trailer?  (AS)

“Starship Farragut” Vignette Premiere:
3) ADM Alex and FCAPT Judy traveled south to College Park, MD to celebrate a new Star Trek premiere with the folks from 
“Starship Farragut”?  (AR)

4) A romantic comedy and an action interlude highlighted the stories told by the Farragut team?  (AR)

5) Five STARFLEET chapters were represented among the attendees?  (AR)

6) Good food and spirited discussions marked the after-premiere dinner at the 94th Aero Squadron restaurant?  (AR)

7) The Clarion Inn where Alex and Judy stayed Saturday night has an intriguing beachside theme to its interior courtyard and 
pool area?  (AR)

ADM Alex Rosenzweig, this column’s compiler, would like to thank everyone who sent in contributions to this column. Of course, more are always 
needed. If you want to share something that happened at an Avenger, STARFLEET, or Star Trek event, please send your contributions to Alex at: 
980 Linwood Place  North Brunswick, NJ  08902-2267   
email: alexr@tellurian.com
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“ADMIRAL, THERE BE WHALES HERE!”
By Annie Slonski
“Wanted: Dolphin Seeking Alternate Companion-
ship, Would Consider Other Species”

   I was inspired for this particular article by idly tuning 
channels one day and coming upon the re-make of “Flip-
per” starring Paul Hogan and Elijah Wood. Granted, this 
movie was based on a 1960s Ivan Tours television series 
of the same name, but it had to get its inspiration from 
someplace.  That’s when it got me to thinking about all the 
books and articles that I had read over the years of solitary 
dolphins seeking out the company of humans in favor of 
their own kind.
   We should not see solitary dolphins as unusual occur-

rences within their societal existence. Some exhibit a 
solitary lifestyle at some point during their complex lives. 
Certain dolphin species only consort with their own kind 
in responses to their basic drives, which are feeding, 
mating, and reproducing. Once one or all of these three 
basic conditions are met, the dolphin will revert back 
to its solitary existence. This is not uncommon consider-
ing how many other species of animals have the same 
behaviors.
   Bottle-nosed dolphins are perhaps the best examples 
when talking about solitary dolphins. There is more anec-
dotal evidence regarding this species than any other. 
Although, it is not uncommon to nd porpoises (yes, they 
are a different species), Risso’s dolphins, Spotted and/or 
Dusky dolphins, the cases are not as frequent or as well-

documented.
   Theories abound about why solitary dolphins choose 
the existence they do. Many of the contributing factors 
include environmental conditions, the availability of food, 
the loss of a mate, parent, or companion, protection from 
predators, or just simply the unfortunate occurrence of 
being a social outcast. Their solitary lifestyle can be either 
a temporary choice, or one that is of a more permanent 
nature due to unpleasant associations with others of its 
own kind.

   The unique thing about bottle-nosed dol-
phins is that solitary animals do not appear 

to vary their repertoire of behaviors from those that are in the wild. It’s 
just that their interactions are directed more toward humans than other 
dolphins.
   Dolphins that regularly engage with humans may become habituated to 
a human’s presence to the point where they become known as sociable, 
solitary, or interactive animals.
   It has to be remembered, that even though these dolphins have become 
what some may term as “friendlies”, they are still wild animals who 
respond to their natural instincts, depending upon the situation. For exam-
ple, if provoked, they will become aggressive and defend themselves, 
with results sometimes being rather unfortunate for the humans that are 
interacting with them.
   Probably one of the most notable and well-documented examples of a 
social solitary dolphin is the “Dingle Dolphin”. Dingle is the name of a 
busy shing port in the Dingle Harbor, County Kerry, Southwest Ireland, 
where this dolphin rst appeared in 1984. Fungie (who was named after 
a local Dingle sherman) is a mature bottle-nosed dolphin that is the 
longest-standing solitary friendly dolphin recorded in the world. Many 
articles have been written about him and his movements have been metic-
ulously documented.
   It is curious to note that, in the case of why Fungie chooses to stay 
in the harbor, he has the entire mass of tidal water in Dingle Harbor in 
which to move around. Dingle Harbor empties out into the sea and rells 
twice daily through a very narrow channel. But the other answers may lay 
in some of the factors mentioned earlier. As the water rells into Dingle 
Harbor, it brings with it sh. The interesting thing about this harbor is 
that no shing nets can be set up there as it is too small and its waters 

constantly churning. Fungie, with his echolocation, deftness, speed, and 
agility, is able to live comfortably in this small area by picking off the 
Atlantic Salmon that become regularly caught in the harbor. If it weren’t 
for the rich amount of food available in so small an area, Fungie would 
not be able to live as comfortably as he does, spending a great deal of his 
time playing and interacting with humans. As of this writing, there is no 
evidence that Fungie has departed from Dingle Harbor.
   We’ve already answered the question of why dolphins associate with 
humans. Granted, most of the answers are theories, but here’re two more 
examples for your consideration.
   In the case of “Opo”, an approximately one-year old female bottle-nosed 
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dolphin, Opo was rst noticed alone in the waters of Opononi in New Zealand in early 1955. From anecdotal evidence, it was believed 
that just prior to Opo’s appearance, a local youth had boasted about shooting and killing a dolphin in just about that same timeframe. 
There was much speculation among the locals that the murdered dolphin was in fact Opo’s mother. Without the comfort and security of 
others of her kind or of a mother, Opo sought out the companionship of the only other beings around...humans. As in the case of most 
solitary dolphins, Opo had a favorite playmate, a 13-year old girl, whom she would interact with frequently.
   As mentioned previously, not all social, solitary animals are bottle-nosed dolphins. There is one well-documented case in particular 
of a Risso’s dolphin. This Risso’s dolphin was named “Pelorus Jack”. Beginning in 1888 and for over 20 years, he accompanied ships 
back and forth between Wellington and Nelson in the dangerous passage that is New Zealand’s Cook Strait.
   Upon hearing a boat’s motor, Jack would immediately head toward that boat and guide it through the treacherous passage to the 
safety of the harbor. Jack was seen by thousands. His image was displayed widely on postcards. His famous boat escorting was 
described in detail in newspapers.
   A law was passed to protect Jack after an individual on a ship named the Penguin shot at him with a rie. At that time, Jack had been 
escorting boats for easily at least 15 years. So, then it is quite interesting to note that in Jack’s long history of escorting boats to safety, 
the ONLY ship he never again helped navigate through the waters of Cook Strait was the Penguin.
   It was an unfortunate occurrence that a member of her crew shot at Jack, because some time later, the vessel was found shipwrecked.

   After years of witnessing solitary dolphins, some other interesting facts have emerged. In general, dolphins are extremely social 
and gregarious, living in often complex family groupings or pods. Dolphin society, in all of its complexities, allows for some unusual 
variations from what would be considered the norm. Mature males have been known to split off from their maternal pods either alone 
or in pairs. That may explain why not ALL dolphins are seen in large groups. These single males, or bachelors, go off eventually 
looking to start their own pod by rounding up available females. They have even been known to sometimes steal the females back and 
forth from one male to another, a favorite game of theirs, but unfortunately not for the female. Being the curious animals that they are, 
dolphins occasionally do wind up in the company of man, either by choice or by accident.
   Many times a solitary dolphin keeping in the company of humans will go off and rejoin others of its kind for short periods of 
time before returning to its association with humans. The thinking is now that these dolphins are no longer exclusively lone, solo, or 
solitary, but are interactive dolphins. We don’t know why. We certainly do not as of yet fully understand it. But there has always been 
something about dolphins that is alluring and has attracted us to them. Could it be that their origins began in the oceans, as did ours, 
and in that respect, we share a mutual background? Or is it that they migrated to land, as most life on Earth did, but then made that 
transition back to the ocean and we’ve been trying to understand why for ages? Is it because there is a highly developed intelligence 
behind those eyes that looks back at us and seems to invite us to share in their world?
   Jacques-Yves Cousteau, the great French oceanographer, pioneer, explorer, ecologist, lmmaker, scientist, photographer, author, and 
researcher, once said that looking into the blank, dark eyes of a shark, was akin to looking into nothingness. He could see no evidence 
of intelligence behind those eyes. But when he looked into the eyes of a whale, he saw a great, knowing intelligence, inviting him 
to join in their world. An interesting thought, indeed.

Resources:
The Dolphin Ring:  http://www.southwest.com.au/~kirbyhs/dolphins.html
Irishdolphins.com:  http://www.irishdolphins.com/index.asp
Marine Connection:  http://www.marineconnection.org

Look at this spiffy poster below and go buy one! The newest 
addition to our online repertoire is the Cutaway Poster of Avenger 
herself. Done by artist Chris Allan, this detailed poster matches 
up with the ofcial Avenger Blueprints and gives a detailed 
look inside our vessel. Take a look! It’s at our CaféPress store: 

http://www.cafepress.com/ussavenger

“ADMIRAL, THERE BE WHALES HERE!”

A TIP FROM OPERATIONS: HOW TO CAPTURE INTERNET VIDEO
By Norman Van Houten
   If you want a clip from a video-sharing site like YouTube or break.com, one easy way 
is to plug the URL into keepvid - (keepvid.com).  It will download the clip and can also 
convert it into an MP4 le that will run on most video players.
   There are several other methods: If you use FireFox - use the Tools menu to install 
the downloadhelper add-on, which places a convenient video-capture button right on 
you browser.
   Try Miro (free) (getmiro.com), an open-source video powerhouse that helps you nd, 
store and organize clips (will also perform with high-def) and will work with many 
different le types.
   If you wish to capture streaming video rather than stored le, you’re going to need 
to spend some $$$.
   For windows: check out Snagit ($50.00; techsmith.com)
   For Mac: snapz pro X 2 with movie capture ($70.00; ambrosiasw.com)
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Compiled By Alex Rosenzweig
Welcome to “Science Highlights”! In this column, members of the Sciences Division (and sometimes others, too!) speak out about something 
science related that they thought was of particular interest since the last issue of Avenger News. So, without further ado, let me turn the spotlight 
on… Science!

Science Highlights

Hiding in Not-Quite-Plain Sight
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig

   A satellite, helped along with some new technology, has helped 
scientists locate an ancient pyramid in Peru.
From MSNBC:
   “A new remote sensing technology has peeled away 
layers of mud and rock near Peru’s Cahuachi desert to reveal 
an ancient adobe pyramid, Italian researchers announced on 
Friday at a satellite imagery conference in Rome.
   “Nicola Masini and Rosa Lasaponara of Italy’s National 
Research Council (CNR) discovered the pyramid by analyz-
ing images from the satellite Quickbird, which they used to 
penetrate the Peruvian soil.
   “The researchers investigated a test area along the river 
Nazca. Covered by plants and grass, it was about a mile 
away from Cahuachi’s archaeological site, which contains 
the remains of what is believed to be the world’s biggest mud city. 
   “Via Quickbird, Masini and colleagues collected high-resolution infrared and multispectral images. After the researchers optimized 
the data with special algorithms, the result was a detailed visualization of a pyramid extending over a 9,000-square-meter area.”

Want to take a closer look? Check out: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/27010998/

Everything Old is New Again??
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
   Scientists are starting to think that regenerating extinct species, 
like mammoths, from DNA might indeed be possible.

From The New York Times, via TrekMovie.com:
   “Scientists are talking for the rst time about the old idea of 
resurrecting extinct species as if this staple of science ction is a 
realistic possibility, saying that a living mammoth could perhaps be 
regenerated for as little as $10 million.
   “The same technology could be applied to any other extinct species 
from which one can obtain hair, horn, hooves, fur, or feathers, and 
which went extinct within the last 60,000 years, the effective age limit 
for DNA.
   “Though the stuffed animals in natural history museums are not 
likely to burst into life again, these old collections are full of items that 
may contain ancient DNA that can be decoded by the new generation 
of DNA sequencing machines.
   “If the genome of an extinct species can be reconstructed, biologists 

can work out the exact DNA differences with the genome of its nearest 
living relative. There are talks on how to modify the DNA in an elephant’s 
egg so that after each round of changes it would progressively resemble the 
DNA in a mammoth egg. The nal-stage egg could then be brought to term 
in an elephant mother, and mammoths might once again roam the Siberian 
steppes.
   “The same would be technically possible with Neanderthals, whose full 
genome is expected to be recovered shortly, but there would be several ethical 
issues in modifying modern human DNA to that of another human species.”
Want to know more? Peek in on: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/20/science/20mammoth.html?ref=science

I Spy an Extrasolar Planet
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
The Hubble Space Telescope has taken the rst visible-light images of a 
world outside our star system.
From NASA, via TrekMovie.com:
   “NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope has taken the rst visible-light snapshot 
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of a planet circling another star. Estimated to be no more than three times 
Jupiter’s mass, the planet, called Fomalhaut b, orbits the bright southern star 
Fomalhaut, located 25 light-years away in the constellation Piscis Australis, 
or the “Southern Fish”.
   “Fomalhaut has been a candidate for planet hunting ever since an excess of 
dust (a telltale sign of planet formation) was discovered around the star in the 
early 1980s by NASA’s Infrared Astronomy Satellite, IRAS.
   “In 2004, the coronagraph in the High Resolution Camera on Hubble’s 
Advanced Camera for Surveys produced the rst-ever resolved visible-light 
image of the region around Fomalhaut. (Note: A coronagraph is a device that 
can block the bright light of a central star to reveal faint objects around it.) 
It clearly showed a ring of protoplanetary debris approximately 21.5 billion 
miles across and having a sharp inner edge.”

To see more, hop on over to: http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2008/
13nov_fomalhaut.htm?list1097511

Shields Up!
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig

Similar to a ctional starship’s deector shields, real-life magnetic 
shields may protect future astronauts on long space missions.
From AFP, via TrekMovie.com:
   “Scientists believe they have found a way of protecting astronauts from a 
dangerous source of space radiation, thus lifting a major doubt clouding the 
dream to send humans to Mars.
   “Their breakthrough takes forward ideas born in the golden age of science 
ction, including a shield used in the TV show “Star Trek”, says one of the 
researchers.
   “British and Portuguese scientists have taken a fresh look at this old 
concept and say the magnetic eld does not, in fact, have to be huge -- just a 
‘bubble’ a few hundred meters (yards) across would sufce.
   “ ‘The idea is really like in ‘Star Trek’, when Scotty turns on a shield 
to protect the starship Enterprise from proton beams - it’s almost identical, 
really,’ Bob Bingham of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory near Oxford 
told AFP.
   “Their study, published in a specialist journal by Britain’s Institute of 
Physics, draws on numerical simulation that is also used by experts in nuclear 
fusion, in which a hot plasma is kept in place by a powerful magnetic eld.
   “This number-crunching technology gives a far more accurate picture of 
how individual particles behave when they collide with a two-pole magnetic 
eld.
   “As a result, the researchers have been able to devise a smarter, miniatur-
ized model of magnetic protection rather than the blunderbuss-style eld 
generator that was envisaged in the past.”

To investigate more deeply, check this out: http://afp.google.com/article/

Science Highlights

properties are dominated by quantum, or atomic-scale effects.
   “The mirror resembles a curved wafer. It is made up of a thin silicon 
crystal with a thickness of one-twentieth of a millimeter, and covered 
with a layer of lead one or two millionths of a millimeter thick. 
   “To study the reection on this metal, the scientists used helium 
atoms. Until now mirrors made solely from silicon reected one 
percent of helium atoms, but by adding the layer of lead they have 
managed to achieve a reection of up to 67 percent, the scientists 
reported.”

To see more, look at: http://www.world-science.net/othernews/
080922_mirror

ALeqM5jzuywBy6W9IOMNn_blDxbGr9rTpw
Mirror, Mirror on the Wall...
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig

Physicists have created a super-smooth mirror out of materials that are 
effective on the quantum level.

From World Science:
   “Physicists have created the smoothest surface ever made, called a ‘quan-
tum stabilized atom mirror’, according to the research journal Advanced 
Materials.
   “The scientists from the Autonomous University of Madrid and the Madrid 
Institute of Advanced Studies in Nanoscience say the innovation is being 

Rocks! Really Old Rocks!
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
Canada may be home to some of the oldest known rocks on Earth.
From World Science:
   “Scientists have identied what they say may be the oldest known 
rocks, a section of Canadian bedrock more than four billion years old.
   “Scientists at the Carnegie Institution in Washington, D.C. used 
geochemical methods to estimate an age of 4.28 billion years for 
samples of the rock. That would make 
it 250 million years more ancient than 
any previously discovered rocks, the 
researchers said.
   “The ndings, which offer scientists 
clues to the earliest stages of our plan-
et’s evolution, are published in the 
September 26 issue of the research 
journal Science.

   “The Nuvvuagittuq greenstone belt is an expanse of bedrock 
exposed on the eastern shore of Hudson Bay in northern Quebec and 
was rst recognized in 2001 as a potential site of very old rocks. 
   “Samples of the stone were collected by geologists from McGill 
University in Montreal and analyzed by Jonathan O’Neil, a PhD 
student at McGill, and Richard Carlson at the Carnegie Institution’s 
Department of Terrestrial Magnetism.” 

For more on this story, check out: http://www.world-science.net/
othernews/080925_nuvvuagittuq

used to design the world’s 
rst atomic microscope.
   “The mirror is designed 
to reect beams of atoms. 
One of the study’s authors, 
Rodolfo Miranda of the 
Autonomous University, 
said the mirror reects 
‘extraordinarily well’ most 
of these atoms, through 
the use of materials of 
near-zero thickness whose 

Avenger Roster Update
Deletions--Farewell, and Good Luck...
1) Lieutenant Bruce Adams
Welcome Back--Thanks for Renewing
1) Commander Annie Slonski
2) Lieutenant Michael Rupprecht
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STARFLEET News:
*** Executive Committee Changes:
   - VADM Garrick Halverson has resigned as Vice Commander, STARFLEET. He has been succeeded by VADM Dave Blaser.
   - COMM Matt Moyer has been relieved as Chief of Computer Operations. He has been succeeded by John Halliday.

** Admiralty Board Changes:
Following Regional Coordinator elections:
   - Admiral Mike Urvand is now appointed to the position of Regional Coordinator of Region 6.
   - Captain (Brevet) Dai Rhys-Jones is now appointed to the position of Regional Coordinator of Region 9.
   - Commodore Jerome Conner is now appointed to the position of Regional Coordinator of Region 15.
** COMM Jack Eaton received sufcient votes in that election to continue as Region 2 Coordinator.

** Shakedown Operations Website: RADM Warren Price announced that, at this time, there are two ShOC websites. The site that is linked from the 
ShOC page of the SFI site, http://www.s.org/shoc/ , has not been updated and the members will be notied when it is. The other site at
http://home.pcisys.net/~biff/  has been updated and is still in construction mode. The site on s.org will hopefully be updated in the next few 
months.

** MAJ Rob Kitson has succeeded COMM Peter Christian as Vice Chief of Communications. He will also continue in the role as Communiqué 
Content Editor.

** The STARFLEET Alumni Outreach Program was announced in mid-October. This is a new program combining the efforts of three different 
departments: Communications, CompOps, and Operations. Led by Captain George Ann Wheeler of the U.S.S. DeBraak, it will, in its rst phase, 
e-mail former members and ask if they would consider rejoining STARFLEET.  If they say “No,” they’ll be politely asked about their reasons and/or 
for any suggestions for how we can improve STARFLEET in ways that would make them want to rejoin. The Alumni Outreach Program will also 
work closely with the Recruitment & Retention Program already within Operations. In recent weeks, renewals resulting from this program have 
begun to come in. As of late November, roughly 50 renewals had been received.

** FADM Lizard is instituting a new program to assist members in conjunction with the STARFLEET Help Desk. In the near future, watch for 
Bran Stimpson to be looking for people who will be helping to monitor the various mailing lists, watching for problems. When a problem is 
identied, such as having trouble accessing the database, this team will assist the member in ling a Help Desk Ticket to get these problems on 
the road to resolution. This new project may take a few weeks to get fully implemented, so please be patient while the details are worked out 
and people are put into position to help out.

** Shakedown Operations has announced the launch of the following chapters-in-training:
   - U.S.S. Endeavor, a meeting chapter based in Williamsburg, Virginia, Captain Eric Van Arsdale, Commanding
   - U.S.S. Qual’at, a meeting chapter on Region 17, Commodore Joe Hinson, Commanding

** IC 2009 will be in Greensboro, NC on 7-10 August 2009
** IC 2010 will be in Wagoner, Oklahoma in the Sequoyah State Park, on 29 July - 1 August 2010. There is a lodge and cottages/cabins.

Region 7 News:
Region 7 News:
** New Region 7 Staff Ofcers include:
   - Awards Director - ADM Beryl Washington, returning to this position
   - Regional Historian - CMDR Eugene Sanford

** The position of Regional Mediator has been suspended as an ofcial reporting position. If the need arises or a chapter requests mediation, it will be 
provided on an ad-hoc basis. ADM Beryl Washington has graciously volunteered her services should the need arise.

** Region 7 Command is continuing to work with STARFLEET HQ on resolving membership processing issues for various R7 members.

** The U.S.S. Flying Fox has been decommissioned at the request of its crew.
** The U.S.S. (I.S.S.) Lexington has also been decommissioned at the request of its crew.

** The Recruitment Department is currently working on the template of a yer that will be available in pdf format for download tying in the new 
lm, graphics, and photos for recruitment purposes.

** Updated Region 7 Conference Bid Guidelines have been posted to the regional website at region7.com

** The regional fundraiser continues; return used inkjet cartridges for cash (http://empties4cash.com)  Mike Stein has individual pre-paid mailing 
baggies bar-coded with the Region 7 account info. If you need any, please contact him at JusticeOC@aol.com
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FROM THE BELLY OF THE BEAST

a “solar star” in the series).
   Devon eventually returns to Cypress Corners, trying to convince 
the elders and his people what he has seen. They charge him with 
blasphemy and sentence him to die. With Garth’s aid, Devon escapes 
custody. Devon and Rachel reach the portal, and he shows her every-
thing he has discovered so far. In the meantime, Garth is sent to track 
down and kill Devon. He catches up with the two fugitives, but Devon 
shows him all he has found and Garth winds up following them. They 
eventually discover the ship’s main bridge, bodies of the dead crew, 
damage caused by the accident, and a large viewport which reveals 
the truth: they are aboard a gigantic structure, hurtling through space. 
Thus begins the trio’s journey to contact others and try to nd help in 
rescuing the Ark and its inhabitants from destruction.
  Along with the three leads, “The Starlost” boasted an interesting 
array of guest stars. The roster reads like a veritable who’s-who: Lloyd 
Bochner (from “The Twilight Zone” episode “To Serve Man”, the one 
where the humans learn that an alien book is actually a cookbook), 
Ed Ames, Percy Rodrigues (from the original Star Trek episode “Court 
Martial”), Frank Converse, Simon Oakland, Donnelly Rhodes, Sterling 
Hayden, John Colicos (Kor from the Star Trek (TOS) episode “Errand 
Of Mercy” and Baltar on the original “Battlestar Galactica”), Barry 

By Matthew J. Rielly

A Different Kind Of Ark: Reections On “The Starlost”
   When the original Star Trek was cancelled from network airing in 
1969, it seemed that science-ction television was about to become extinct. 
Fortunately, syndication kept the voyages of Captain Kirk and crew alive 
and well. However, some new shows would come along to further the 
genre. Gerry Anderson’s “UFO” came to American shores in 1970, but it 
lasted for only one season. Having grown up in the seventies, I needed 
my sci- TV x. Star Trek reruns and my rst model kits of the starship 
Enterprise and the Klingon D-7 battlecruiser would keep me temporarily 
sated.
   But then came 1973. Paramount and Filmation Studios teamed up to give 
us the animated series for Star Trek as part of NBC’s Saturday-morning 
schedule. That would not be all. Fast-forward the clock to Saturday eve-
nings, just before prime time. A little show out of Canada was picked up by 
NBC in the U.S., but not as part of their network lineup. It would be aired 
locally by NBC-owned stations like any other syndicated show. Despite 
plans to air it for at least an entire season, poor ratings cut its run to 16 
episodes. After the spring of 1974, the show would never be seen again. 
Thanks to DVD technology, this little cult gem has been resurrected to be 
enjoyed by legions of fans who remember it from rst-run broadcasts and 
new fans who may be curious how it was done before quantum leaps in 
special-effects technologies.

   Ladies and gentlemen, here’s a story about “The Starlost”.

   The basic premise of the show was as follows: In the distant future, 
Earth suffered some great cataclysm which would endanger the human 
race. This prompted a group of scientists and engineers to design and build 
a gargantuan space vessel to carry about 500,000 souls away from their 
endangered planet to seek out and colonize a world to be their new Earth. 
The ship, named the Ark, was constructed to preserve the genetically-
selected cream of Earth’s crop in separate dome-shaped sections called 
biospheres. Each biosphere was inhabited by different cultures, as a way of 
preserving Earth’s cultural diversity.
   About one hundred years after the Ark was launched into deep space, 
an accident occurred which killed the crew and sealed the biospheres off 
from each other. The ship would go on, uncontrolled, for at least another 
four centuries. Each biosphere’s society, insulated from all outside contact, 
would soon become unaware that they were on a spaceship.
   One such environment was a biosphere called Cypress Corners, home 
to a society strongly resembling the Amish. This was home to one of the 
central characters, Devon, played by “2001: A Space Odyssey” alumnus 
Keir Dullea. He was orphaned very young when his parents died in a re, 
thus leaving him with no inheritance or station in his community. Devon is 
in love with Rachel, a young woman who loves him but is pledged to marry 
another man, Garth. These roles were portrayed respectively by Canadian 
actors Gay Rowan and Robin Ward. Because Devon has repeatedly chal-
lenged the community’s rules and its elders’ dictates, he is banished to 
the hills to repent for his constant need to question authority. It is here 
that he discovers a portal which leads to areas unknown, places where his 
fellow residents dare not to venture for fear of not coming back alive. He 
discovers the Ark’s vast network of corridors and interconnecting tubes, 
as well as a terminal to the ship’s computer. He learns through archived 
material that his world is more just the 50-mile-wide biosphere he’s lived 
in all his life, where countless generations of people have lived and died. 
He learns of the accident which crippled the ship, killed the crew, and sent 
the drifting vessel on a collision course with a class-G star (referred to as 
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Morse (“The Fugitive”, “Space: 1999”; he even appears with John Colicos in “The Starlost” episode “The Goddess Calabra”), and even Mr. Chekov 
himself, Walter Koenig.
   The genesis of the series was a pitch to a 20th Century Fox executive by acclaimed sci- author Harlan Ellison. In fact, the script for the show’s 
pilot episode “Voyage Of Discovery” was taken from the same storyline as Ellison’s book Phoenix Without Ashes. However, what Ellison envisioned 
and what the end product turned out to be were not entirely the same. Essentially, Ellison felt his creation was butchered as the process went on to get 
“The Starlost” episodes “in the can” and on the air. Subsequently, he demanded that his name not be used in any credits. Instead, the opening credits 
of each episode included the line “created by Cordwainer Bird”. Think Alan Smithee, the fake directorial credit used for a motion picture with which 
the actual director does not want to his real name to be associated.
   A unique aspect of “The Starlost” was that it was shot on videotape instead of lm. Glen-Warren studios, which had state-of-the-art production 
facilities for its day, was the base for shooting the series. A Chroma-Key process allowed the studio to combine various shot elements in real-time, 
instead of having to wait for lmed composite shots to be developed. In simpler terms, some scenes were shot with the actors in front of a matte 
screen from one camera, while a second camera was focused on a miniature set. This is same technology that put a weather forecaster in front of a 
map on your local TV news back in the day. Despite the limited budget, Production Designer Jack McAdam managed to develop quite an interesting 
look for the sets, including various modular pieces that could be arranged in various ways dictated by whatever script was being shot at the time. 
Additional street-cred was furnished in the form of special-effects wizard Douglas Trumbull of “Silent Running” and “Close Encounters” fame, who 

FROM THE BELLY OF THE BEAST

co-executive-produced the show with Jerome M. Zeitman. Imagine, all this was done four years before “Star Wars” came out.
   Like many classic TV shows as of late, “The Starlost” is now available on DVD from VCI Entertainment. The set contains four discs, and the 
resolution is as clear as possible with restored 1970s-era video (high-denition players and monitors may see some loss of quality). Menus are 
basic, but most players should still allow you to shufe through an episode by chapter. Although there are no subtitles or other languages available, 
Disc 4 includes a pitch video hosted by Keir Dullea and Doug Trumbull. The quality is not the best in the world because the original video was 
transferred onto lm, thus giving it a blurry look. Otherwise, the overall sound quality of the episodes seems as fresh as when they were rst 
aired. Bottom line, it’s a good piece of TV history to own and enjoy. The retail price for the set is about $50.00, although some brick-and-mortar 
and online retailers have it for less.
   Considering the obstacles, constrictions and restrictions it had to overcome, “The Starlost” made its mark on American television as it was. Even 
though some critics and casual viewers may have lambasted the show back in its day, those involved and even those who started out involved but 
pulled out gave their all to produce something that has a surprising level of quality for its budget and the technology that was available at the time. 
You could think of it as the “Firey” of its era: something that was really good, but not enough people had faith to take it further. Still, you have to 
thank the Good Lord and Cordwainer that it happened at all.

Sources:
The Starlost: The word (http://users.snowcrest.net/fox/star.html)

Liner notes for The Starlost Complete Series DVD set (ISBN 1557399085)
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By Alex Rosenzweig
   “Space, The Final Frontier...  These are the continuing voyages of the starship Avenger. Her ongoing mission: to explore strange, 
new worlds; to seek out new life and new civilizations; to boldly go where no one has gone before.”
 
  Many members’ questions have dealt with the ctional Avenger. Since we call for members to make up personnel les for their 
characters, members want to know just how our ctional universe works. What does the ctional Avenger do? How does it t into 
the Star Trek Universe as portrayed on TV and in the lms, books, comics, etc.? To answer these questions, and to (hopefully) keep 
you folks entertained, this series of articles was born. 

For this issue, we return to the story of the survey of UFC-18249-IV, for the fth chapter in our ongoing tale of the Avenger’s mission 
to that planet. The tale has reached a critical point, and events are set in motion that could forever change the society of the Foroon. 
(For those coming in in mid-stream, the previous chapters are “The Survey Begins”, “The Circle”, “Descent into Wonder”, and “City 
Beneath the Rocks”, most of which are available on the Avenger website at http://www.ussavenger.org ).

DISCOVERIES AND DECISIONS
   The landing party waited.
   The shrine’s lounge was comfortable enough, but Captain Judy Waidlich was not particularly comfortable. The waiting was getting to her, especially 
knowing that she and the landing party were the subject of the debate that was now occupying the Foroon. She found herself walking around the 
lounge, disguising the need to pace by studying the various decorations and other appurtenances around the room.
   As a disguise, it wasn’t working very well. Ensign Kimko looked up at her from his perch on one arm of a couch. “Nervous, Captain?” he 
asked softly. Busted. 
Waidlich shrugged. “A bit. It’s always nerve-wracking, knowing that we could be part of a major change in a whole society.”
   “I can’t argue with that,” the security specialist agreed. “I just gure that since it’s their choice, all we can do is wait for them to make it, right?”
   “Yeah, pretty much,” Waidlich said. And she went back to pacing anyway.

   A short time later, all of the landing party’s communicators beeped. They exchanged glances, and then Waidlich tapped her insignia. “Waidlich 
here.”
   “Captain, I’ve reached Captain Waidlich.” It was Commander Gottlieb. “We’ve got a full tie-in now.”
   The voice changed. “Maldonado here. It looks like the relays are up and working.”
   Two more voices chimed in. “Rigoni here, at the Horizon.”
   “And Dekker, as well. I’m at the top of the cavern, looking down at the city.”
   “Judy, it’s good to hear your voice,” said Maldonado. “Is everyone okay down there?”
   “We’re all ne,” Waidlich assured him. “The Foroon are apparently still trying to decide what to do about us and what we’ve asked of them.”
   “How long has it been?” Carlos wanted to know.
   “Just over seven hours since they brought us in here,” Waidlich told him. “We’ve been well taken care of, but they still want us to stay here 
until they have a decision.”
   “What are they debating?” asked Maldonado.
   “In short, two things,” Waidlich said. “Whether we can have permission to look at their oldest codices to see if we can nd out how they got here, 
and whether we represent the long-awaited signal for the Foroon to come out of their city and back to the surface.”
   “Signal?” wondered Maldonado.
   “What we have learned,” Waidlich explained, “is that their earliest records say that they were brought here, told to stay in this place on pain 
of destruction, and told to wait for a herald who would tell them when they could come out. It’s become a tradition, so rmly ingrained that the 
debates were sounding almost religious.”
   “Wow,” said Maldonado. “No wonder it’s taking time.”
   “Right. Just think of some of the debates in the Federation Council.”
   Maldonado chuckled. “Good point. So we should just stand by, then? Is that what you’re telling me?”
   “I think that’s the best thing for now,” the exec conrmed.
   “All right, we’ll do that, then.”
   “Now that we know we have a solid comm-channel again, we’ll stay in more regular contact,” Waidlich assured him.
   “Very well. We’ll wait for your call. Avenger out.”
   “Captain?” It was Dekker. “Should I come back down there?”
   “Negative, Ensign. Stay up there and keep Mr. Rigoni company. If we need you, we’ll call.”
   “Aye, ma’am.” The security specialist sounded just a bit disappointed. “Will do. Dekker out.”
   Rigoni also signed off, and Waidlich switched off her communicator. “I wonder how much longer we’ll have to wait.”

   As it turned out, the wait wasn’t that much longer. About 40 or so minutes later, there was gentle knock on the door, and it opened to reveal 
Vasmitt and Bretvil.
   “It is time,” Bretvil said.
   “We have been asked to escort you back to the Hall of Archives. A decision has been made,” added Vasmitt.
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   Waidlich and the rest of the landing party followed Vasmitt and Bretvil back to the place they had left a bit more than seven hours earlier. Arriving 
back at the Hall of Archives, they immediately noticed that several more Foroon had joined the group.
   Chanret quickly introduced two of the newcomers, Obaret and Mialar, a male and a female, the leaders of the government of Roontall. “We didn’t 
feel that we could make this sort of decision on our own,” he explained. “It required our leaders to be involved.”
   “Of course,” Waidlich said. “We would have done the same thing.”
   Once the introductions were done, Waidlich walked over to Jamretin, who was still poring over the ancient codices. “Welcome back, Captain,” 
he said, looking up at her with a smile.
   “Thank you, Archivist,” said Judy, returning the smile. She glanced at the open codex and asked, “Still studying the records?”
   “Yes, and as you may have surmised, it has been approved for me to share with you what I have discovered.”
   Getting Jamretin’s permission, Waidlich gestured for Lieutenant J.G. Chin and Ensigns Escaban and Miller to join them. When they had gathered, 
she turned back to the Archivist and asked, “What have you found out?”
   “Look here,” said Jamretin. “The language is still clearly Foroon, but it refers to strange things, and some of these illustrations are of objects 
I do not understand.”
   As the Avenger ofcers peered more closely, Jamretin showed them references to star charts, coordinates that seemed to follow a sort of galactic 
system, and various deep space phenomena. The illustrations also were clearly of the UFC-18249 system and the local sector. Of course, after 
generations underground, the Foroon couldn’t have much of an idea of outer space.
   Waidlich and her crewmates exchanged glances, and then she said, softly, “What you must understand is that we come from a place where our 
people do understand these things. Will you trust us?”
   “Yes,” said Jamretin. “I saw the comprehension in your eyes as you looked at the codex, even at things I cannot grasp. Please share what you 
know.” With that, Waidlich and the others proceeded to give Jamretin a crash-course in basic astronomy. It wasn’t long before most of the other 
Foroon had come over to listen.

   When the Avenger crewmembers were done, the Foroon looked at them, and at each other.
   Jamretin and Obaret exchanged glances, and then Jamretin spoke.
   “For many years, our people have come to me for wisdom. I have tried always to honor their trust. But now I must have the wisdom to acknowledge 
just how much it is that I do not know.”
   And Obaret added, “It seems that there is so much more than we have understood.”
   “Perhaps even more than that,” said Jamretin. “I had found one of the very oldest codices, but I did not understand any of what it was saying. 
Now I believe that perhaps I begin to do so.”
   “What does it say?” asked Waidlich.
   “Let me show you,” answered Jamretin. He gestured to his assistant, who stepped to a table to the rear of the room, and returned a moment later, 
carefully carrying another codex. “This is the oldest of the ancient codices, and we believe it is the rst volume of the ancient records.” Obaret, 
Mialar, and Chanret all crowded close, as did the Avenger crewmembers. Jamretin carefully opened the codex and read aloud, slowly and clearly. 
“Introduction: Status Brieng and Expedition Parameters.”
   “That sounds like the beginning to me,” commented Kimko. The others shushed him.
   Jamretin read on, as the introduction described a war between worlds and the building of “safe havens” on certain planets believed unknown 
to the enemies of the ancient Foroon. Originally hoped to be unnecessary, the safe havens were activated when it became clear that things were 
not going well in the conict. A population of Foroon, the original inhabitants of Roontall, had been brought to this planet and settled in the 
newly-constructed city. They were instructed to remain there until they received a follow-up communication advising them that it was safe to 
come to the surface.
   “The herald,” whispered Chin to Waidlich, who nodded.
   “It appears that additional technical and operating instructions were provided in other codices,” Jamretin said, “but they are not in the Archive, 
and I have never seen them.”
   “Maybe they were taken to the machine rooms for quicker access by technicians?” asked Miller.
   “Machine rooms?” Chanret asked. “We have never seen any codices in any of the rooms in which we have machines.”
   “I think,” Jamretin said slowly, “that what we have always taken for granted as just part of the world was created for our ancestors, perhaps because 
of this war of which the ‘Introduction’ speaks. I had always believed it to be a war among gods or spirits, perhaps not a literal thing, but I think now 
that my limited understanding did not allow me to believe correctly.”
   “So the traditions,” Alitohn said thoughtfully, “grew from these original instructions.”
   “And the nature of why our ancestors came to be here has become legend, but we never forgot the importance of the need to remain until 
told otherwise,” added Metnar.
   “But it’s been generations,” said Bretvil. “Why are we still here? And how do we know what has happened in this war?” He looked suspiciously 
at the Avenger ofcers. “How do we know we can trust you?”
   “Bretvil!” exclaimed Vasmitt.
   “No, he has a point,” Chanret said. “If our ancestors were in a war, and Roontall is truly a hiding place, can we be sure, after all this time, that the 
ancient enemies of our ancestors might not have been able to nd us and enter the city?”
   “They have been nothing but respectful,” said Jamretin.
   “Perhaps to gain our trust,” Bretvil pressed. “What better way for them to get us to lower our guard?”
   “Now, wait-” started Waidlich, wanting to stop this line of thinking from spiraling out of control.
   “Please understand,” Mialar interjected, “it is not that we disbelieve you. But, as I am sure you can understand, we have all learned a great deal 
just now, and we must be careful with this new knowledge.”
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   “Of course,” Waidlich answered. “For what it’s worth, when we came to this world, we saw no signs of a war of any kind. Nor have we ever 
heard of your people before now.” She paused for a moment, then turned to Jamretin. “Archivist, do the ancient codices describe the enemies of the 
ancient Foroon, or speak of a need to guard against spies?”
   “Allow me to look.” Jamretin and his assistant moved quickly to the table upon which the codices had been spread out. Moving as quickly as 
they could, given the age of the documents, they searched.
   While the archivists searched, Waidlich excused herself and called the Avenger. Quickly bringing Maldonado up to speed as to recent events, she 
continued, “Captain, I think that things have reached a point where trying to conceal how we know what we know isn’t helpful anymore. Clearly, 
these people are the descendents of a spacefaring civilization, and we’ve found the records that the original inhabitants of Roontall were given, so 
I don’t think we’re in a Prime Directive situation here.”
   “From what you’re telling me, I think you’re right,” Carlos replied.
   “The ancient records include star charts. If we can scan them, we could gure out where these people came from, and what happened to 
their people.”
   “Will they allow the records to be scanned?”
   “I think that if we reassure them that the scan won’t be harmful, it’ll be okay.” She paused for a moment, then went on. “Carlos, assuming 
we can gure out where they came from, what about taking a trip there? That way, we could nd out for certain what happened, and why no 
one ever came back for these people.”
   There was a pause on the other end of the channel, as Maldonado thought this over. Eventually, he said, “Very well. Make the offer to these people, 
and if they want to send along some observers, that’d be ne.”
   “I’ll let them know that,” Judy replied. “Let me get back to them now. I’ll be in touch. Waidlich out.” She tapped her communicator badge 
and cut the transmission.
   Returning to the table, she was greeted by Jamretin reporting that the only reference to the Foroon’s enemies was that they were quite different in 
form from the Foroon. “Apparently,” he said wryly, “inltration was not high on their list of concerns.”
   “Well, then,” Chanret commented, “apparently our guests are not enemy spies.”
   “Then who are they?” Bretvil asked. “They still have admitted that they didn’t know we existed until they found us.”
   “I can answer more of those questions now,” Judy responded. “I was just speaking to my commanding ofcer. What I may now tell you is that the 
reason we understand so much about outer space is that we are space travelers. We came to your world on a starship, and we are part of a large society 
which is spread among the stars. And I am also authorized to make you an offer.”
   “An offer?” asked Mialar.
   “Yes. If we may be allowed to scan the star charts and other information in the codices, we may be able to compare it to the information in our 
records and locate the homeworld of your ancestors. And if we can do that, we could make a trip there and nd out what happened to them.”
   Not unexpectedly, this statement set off a whole new round of discussion and debate. In the midst of it, Jamretin asked, “This scan to which 
you refer, will it harm the codices?”
   “Not in the slightest,” answered Escaban. “When it’s done, you’ll never know it had ever happened.”
   “If that is the case, then I have no objection,” said the Archivist rmly.
   “Very well, then,” said Obaret. “You may proceed.”
   As a gesture of respect, Waidlich chose to do the scanning herself. Paging carefully, with Jamretin’s help, through the ancient text, she scanned 
the images and entered the translations of the text from the verbal contributions of the Foroon. Finally, she switched off the tricorder. “Okay, that’s 
it. This ought to be enough. I’ll transmit it to the ship now.”
   Once the data had been sent up to the Avenger, Commander Ciufo reported that they had been able to correlate the information with the 
ship’s navigational database. “I think we’ve identied the Foroon home system. It’s only about 20 light-years from here. It won’t be a long trip 
by our standards.”
   “Good work,” Waidlich replied. “By the way, ask the captain: How many passengers may we bring with us?”
   There was a pause while Ciufo passed the question on to Maldonado. Then he came back. “The captain says that you should use your best 
judgment, given the capacity of the shuttle.”
   “Very well,” replied the exec. “Waidlich out.” She tapped off her communicator and turned to the group. “Our commanding ofcer has authorized 
me to allow up to three passengers to accompany us on the journey. If our information is correct, the trip shouldn’t take more than a few days.”
   The Foroon gaped at them. “You can reach entirely new worlds in mere days?” asked Chanret.
   “We can,” replied Chin.
   “Truly you are amazing,” said Chanret.
   Waidlich chuckled. “For what it’s worth, it wasn’t so very long ago that the idea of such a thing was mere fantasy to us, as well. And of course we 
also know that your ancestors were able to make such trips. So perhaps it’s not just we who are amazing.”
   The Foroon smiled in response. Then Chanret changed the subject. “So, you say that three of us may join you on the journey?”
   “That’s correct,” Waidlich answered.
   “How shall we choose?” asked Mialar.
   “Will you take volunteers?” asked Vasmitt. “If so, and if I would be allowed, I would like to volunteer.”
   Chanret, Mialar, and Obaret huddled for a moment, and then separated to approve Vasmitt’s request.
   In response to this, there were some grumbles. Chanret looked at the group which had grumbled the loudest. “You have something to say?”
   “I will speak, if given leave,” said Bretvil.
   “By all means,” Obaret replied.
   “We bear no ill-will toward our friend Vasmitt. But some of us have seen that she has been open and trusting toward these people who are, in truth, 
strangers to us. If they do intend duplicity, she could be taken in, whereas one with a more skeptical viewpoint might not be.”
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   “Skeptical, or plain distrustful?” responded Alitohn.
   “Call it what you will,” said Bretvil, “but I for one will not believe what I have not seen for myself.”
   “So,” said Mialar, “you, too, volunteer to go?”
   “I do,” Bretvil said.
   Again, the leaders huddled, and again they approved the request, noting that different points of view could hardly hurt in a quest for truth. To 
the surprise of several of the skeptics, Waidlich agreed.
   “Do we have a third volunteer?” asked Obaret.
   There was a long silence, broken only when Jamretin noted that he would like to go, but felt that his place still needed to be in the Archive.
   “So just two, then?” asked Waidlich.
   “Apparently,” said Obaret. No one disagreed.
   “Then two it will be.” Judy turned to Vasmitt and Bretvil. “How long will you need to get ready?”
   “Not long,” said Vasmitt.
   “Perhaps two hours?” added Bretvil. Skeptical he might be, but he still couldn’t keep a tinge of excitement from his voice.
   Waidlich smiled. “Let’s meet in front of the shrine in two hours, then. Oh, and if someone could help Vasmitt and Bretvill with some climbing 
equipment, that would be a help.”
   “I’ll see to it,” said Mialar.
   Obaret looked at the newly-minted emissaries of the Foroon. “Well, off with you, then. We don’t want to keep our friends from space waiting.” 
Both Vasmitt and Bretvil nodded and hurried off.
   “We’ll make good use of the time, too,” said Waidlich. “Let’s double-check the codices and be certain we haven’t missed anything.”
   And so they did. With extra scans and Jamretin’s help, they made sure that any possibly useful information wouldn’t be missed. Two hours later, 
the group convened outside the shrine. Bretvil and Vasmitt had returned, and had both their personal effects and climbing equipment that Mialar had 
located, though in deference to Foroon tradition, she declined to say from just where she’d gotten it.
   The Avenger crewmembers thanked the Foroon for their hospitality and prepared to return to the cavern wall. Their walk to the edge of the city 
drew a crowd, both the Foroon who had been with them for the past few hours and onlookers, for word had begun to spread about the newcomers 
who had, in only a short time, changed everything.
   As they reached the wall, Waidlich looked at both her crewmates and their guests. “Is everyone ready?” There were nods all around. “Then 
let’s get going.”

------FINIS (FOR NOW)------

* * * * * * * * * * 
   In future articles, we’ll continue to talk about what’s aboard the ship, how various systems work, crew specics, etc. (Members are 
urged to suggest topics. If there’s something you want to know about the ship, chances are that someone else wants to know, too. So 
send in your questions, and we’ll try to get answers for you in upcoming columns.)
   This column also supports short stories! Stories should be no more than 4 pages in 10-point type, and can be about anything in 
the Avenger Universe. (Serializations are also accepted, but the story must be submitted complete, and arrangements with the column 
editor and Avenger News editor for serialization will be made ahead of time.) We hope everyone will take the opportunity to contribute 
to the tales of the Avenger.   To help you out, we’re also running story ideas each issue. These aren’t eshed out, but are jumping-off 
points from which stories may evolve. If you do see an idea listed here that you’d like to build a story from, let me know, so that we 
don’t get multiple members working on the same idea. And here we have the next suggestions...

   1] The Avenger arrives at a mining colony to provide medical supplies. While there the miners begin to go mad and kill others for no 
apparent reason. Checks will reveal psionic or evil entity type monster living in the caves.
   2] The Avenger is proceeding through a star system when the ship’s sensors pick up a freighter abandoned in deep space. Sensor 
sweeps of the local system pick up the ship’s lifeboat and detect ve life-forms aboard although they are very faint and by the time the 
ship arrives they are gone. Once on board the lifeboat they nd ve humans dead, apparently having committed suicide. Investigation 
of the freighter also reveals 20 crewmembers dead, some from suicide and others murdered by insane crewmates.
\
   Finally, as a part of this series, we include character-les of members of the crew. So, if you’ve made up a character-le, great! 
If not, why not try making one? We’ll try to publish one or two each issue, as space and contributions permit. We’re always looking 
for members to create les for their own characters. If you’re interested in creating a le for your ctional character, or updating an 
existing le, contact ADM Rosenzweig for help/information.
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Here are the highlights of the next few months in Star Trek books...
Available December 2008:
 Star Trek: Destiny Book III: Lost Souls (ST:Various), by David Mack
   The soldiers of Armageddon are on the march, laying waste to worlds in their passage. An audacious plan could stop 
them forever, but it carries risks that one starship captain is unwilling to take. For Captain Jean-Luc Picard, defending 
the future has never been so important, or so personal-and the wrong choice will cost him everything for which he has 
struggled and suffered.
   For Captain William Riker, that choice has already been made. Haunted by the memories of those he was forced to leave 
behind, he must jeopardize all that he has left in a desperate bid to save the Federation.
   For Captain Ezri Dax, whose impetuous youth is balanced by the wisdom of many lifetimes, the choice is a simple one: 
there is no going back-only forward to whatever future awaits them.
   But for those who, millennia ago, had no choice…this is the hour of their nal, inescapable destiny.

Available January 2009:
 Errand of Fury, Book 3: Sacrices of War (ST:TOS), by Kevin Ryan
   The nal book in the “Errand of Fury” trilogy, following the events as tensions build toward war between the Federation 
and the Klingon Empire.

   Shards and Shadows (ST:MU, Trade Paperback), by Christopher L. Bennett, Margaret Wander Bonanno, Peter 
David, Keith R.A. DeCandido, Michael Jan Friedman, Jim Johnson, Rudy Josephs, David Mack, Dave Stern, 
James Swallow, Dayton Ward & Kevin Dilmore, and Susan Wright
   Fractured history. Broken lives. Splintered souls. Since the alternate universe was rst glimpsed in the classic episode 
“Mirror, Mirror”, something about Star Trek’s dark side has beckoned us, called to us, tempted us -- like forbidden fruit 
on the Tree of Knowledge. To taste it is to lose oneself in a world of startling familiarity and terrifying contradictions, 
where everything and everyone we knew is somehow disturbingly different, and where shocking secrets await their 
revelation.
   What began in 2007 with Glass Empires and Obsidian Alliances -- the rst truly in-depth foray into the turbulent history 
of this other continuum -- now continues in twelve new short tales that revisit and expand upon that so-called “Mirror 
Universe”, spanning all ve of the core incarnations of Star Trek, as well as their literary offshoots, across more than 
two hundred years of divergent history.

Available February 2009:
 A Singular Destiny (ST:Various), by Keith R. A. DeCandido
   The cataclysmic events of “Star Trek: Destiny” have devastated known space. Worlds have fallen. Lives have been 
destroyed. And in the uneasy weeks that follow, the survivors of the holocaust continue to be tested to the limits of 
their endurance.
   But, strange and mysterious occurrences are destabilizing the galaxy’s battle-weary Allies even further. In the Federation, 
efforts to replenish diminished resources and give succor to millions of evacuees are thwarted at every turn. On the 
borders of the battered Klingon Empire, the devious Kinshaya sense weakness-and opportunity. In Romulan space, the 
already-fractured empire is dangerously close to civil war.
   As events undermining the quadrant’s attempts to heal itself become increasingly widespread, one man begins to 
understand what is truly unfolding. Sonek Pran-teacher, diplomat, and sometime advisor to the Federation President-
perceives a pattern in the seeming randomness. And as each new piece of evidence falls into place, a disturbing picture 
encompassing half the galaxy begins to take shape, revealing a challenge to the Federation and its allies utterly unlike 
anything they have faced before. 
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10 January 2009 - Star Trek Movie Recruiting Operation Advance Workshop
Alex Rosenzweig’s Home, 980 Linwood Place, North Brunswick, NJ, Time TBA
Work session to revamp our recruitment displays for our recruitment drive in May when the next Star Trek movie opens.
Event Coordinator: Alex Rosenzweig, alexr@tellurian.com

11 January 2009 - Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: “Star Trek 2009: How Will it Fit in with the Trekverse?” 
Dinner to follow.
Event Coordinator: FCAPT Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu

1 February 2009 - Intergalactic Food Festival
Seaside Heights Community Center, Bay & Hancock Avenues, Seaside Heights, NJ
Come celebrate Federation Day with a taste of intergalactic cuisine from the Trek Universe.
Event Website: http://www.usschallenger.org/portal/

7 February 2009 - Star Trek Movie Recruiting Operation Advance Workshop - Location and Time TBA
Work session to brainstorm a Powerpoint presentation for our recruitment drive in May when the next Star Trek movie opens.
 Event Coordinator: TBA

8 February 2009 - Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: “A Look back at the TNG Films”. Dinner to follow.
Event Coordinator: FCAPT Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu

13-15 February 2009 - Farpoint - Crowne Plaza Hotel, 2004 Greenspring Drive, Timonium, MD
Farpoint is a Baltimore-based, science ction media convention. They’re a fan-run, fan-friendly con, with a lot more to offer than your 
basic autographs-and-a-dealers-room “show”. Guests include Harve Bennett, Alan Tudyk and Phil Weyland.
Event Website: http://www.farpointcon.com/

7 March 2009 - Star Trek Movie Recruiting Operation Advance Workshop
Todd Brugmans’s Home, 91 Hillcrest Road, Warren, NJ, Time TBA
Work session to paint our transporter pad for our recruitment drive in May when the next Star Trek movie opens.
Event Coordinator: Todd Brugmans, Scotsmuppet@gmail.com

8 March 2009 - Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: “A Look back at the TOS Films”. Dinner to follow.
Event Coordinator: FCAPT Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu

NOTE: Please, if you are planning to attend an event, let the event/project coordinator know of your plans, so he/she can make 
the proper arrangements. Thanks!

U.S.S. AVENGER  -  MISSION DOCKET
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From Alex Rosenzweig:

Ofcial Star Trek Fan Club
A few years ago, Decipher, Inc. was running the Ofcial Star Trek Fan Club. For various reasons, that ended. Now, plans are again afoot to bring 
an Ofcial Fan Club back. There’s not a lot of info yet, but there is a countdown site where interested persons can sign up for information and 
answer survey questions. Head on over and take a gander...
http://www.startrekcountdown.com/

Utopia Planitia Yards - Starship Guide
So I was wandering around the web one day, and following some links led me to an intriguing site about ships and the lore behind them. It’s not a 
perfect site, but it does have a lot of interesting material, and is worth checking out.
http://www.utopiaplanitia.info/

Star Trek Prop, Costume, and Auction Authority
Some more surng led to this site one evening. This blog features regularly updated articles on many fascinating bits of history about the costumes, 
props, and sets of Star Trek, with some other neat bits of info thrown in. If you’re interested in some of the behind-the-scenes details that illuminate 
the richness of the world of Trek, this is a very cool site to visit.
http://startrekpropauthority.blogspot.com/

FedNet
This is another Trek Universe background site, created and maintained by an enthusiastic fan. Check it out!
http://www.fednet-ufp.net/

Stareet Shipyard
There are lots of cool things going on to promote the new Star Trek lm! One of them is a partnership site developed by Intel, with lots of cool 
background stuff and neat graphics and wallpapers. As the movie gets closer, we can expect this site will continue to expand, but for now, one 
especially neat thing is the detailed look at the U.S.S. Kelvin, which will be featured in the lm, and its crew, including George Kirk. There are 
also some cool contests already underway.
https://boldlygo.intel.com/content/index.html

Alphastream’s Photostream - An Alternate Concept for Updating the Enterprise Bridge
As with anything, there’s been some disagreement about the set designs for the new lm. One fan started playing around with an alternate approach 
to updating the classic NCC-1701 bridge, and developed a few images based on his approach. This isn’t ofcial, and won’t be seen in the lm, 
but it’s really pretty, and worth a look. Enjoy!
http://www.ickr.com/photos/31487060@N06/

From Matt Rielly:

Terrafugia Transition
A few years ago, there was a series of commercials asking the question: “We were supposed to have ying cars. Where are the ying cars??” Look no 
further! Flying cars are all hat, no cattle. But wait. What’s this? A ying car that will actually exist, roll on real streets and highways, and then take off 
into the wild blue? You betcha. Pony up your $194,000, and by the end of next year you’ll be cruising skyward in a 1,300-pound Terrafugia Transition 
and then parking it in your garage when you’re done. It’s more like a drivable airplane, but we’d rather call it a ying car.
http://dvice.com/archives/2008/10/terrafugia_tran.php

From Norm Van Houten:

The Comprehensive Lt. Leslie Star Trek Archives
Who is Mr. Leslie you ask? Well that’s a difcult question to answer. 
He’s the guy you always run into but never quite catch his name.
He’s the guy lurking over crewmembers’ shoulders, wondering when his big chance to get in on the action will be.
He’s the guy in the backround pushing buttons and sliding levers and making you wonder if what he’s doing actually has any effect on ship 
operations.
He’s the guy that follows the followers.
He’s, quite frankly, as one poster in alt.tv.star-trek.tos stated, the “where’s Waldo” of Star Trek. He is everywhere in Star Trek, as long as 
“everywhere” is dened as “somewhere in the background”. Oh, he gets the occasional chance to shine, even gets to speak a line or two, but he was at 
his best lurking in the grand cosmic shadows of Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock.
And this site is his story…or, more precisely, the account his time on Star Trek, as told by the actor who portrayed him, Eddie Paskey.
http://hometown.aol.com/led4acs/LeslieArchives.html

TREKKIN’ THE WEB
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The Ship’s BBS was rst introduced in the novel Spock’s World, written by Diane Duane. Like BBSs of today, it was a place where items of interest could be 
posted for the crew to read and respond to. This column is much like that. Things may change from time to time, so keep checking back each issue. 

* Do you have an idea for an event or activity? We love to do stuff, that’s for sure! Lots of stuff is based on ideas our members bring to the group, and can be 
as simple as something you enjoy and would like to share. How? It’s easy! Just ask an Avenger Command Staff member for an Event Planner and begin your 
adventure today. Event Planners contain descriptions of events/activities, and both the Planners and sign-up sheets are passed around at each month’s ship meeting. 
This is a way for everyone to nd out the details of what’s going on, or to share your ideas for what you want to do! We need your help, because if no one 
coordinates events, they don’t happen!!

* Internet Resources:
The Avenger has a lot of opportunities to interact through the Internet! Check ‘em out...
- The adventure begins with our spiffy website where you can nd information about your fellow crewmates and read online logs from your division chief:  
http://www.ussavenger.org/
- Another great way to contact your STARFLEET buddies is through the Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Instructions can be found on the Avenger site. Go to the Internet 
Resources link on the navigation bar on the Avenger’s main site, and follow the instructions about IRC. NOTE: To access the IRC servers, use:
   irc.eetchat.org
   Port 6667
The main STARFLEET channel is #stareet, and Avenger maintains its own channel at #avenger
For additional information, visit http://www.eetchat.org/
- The Avenger Yahoo Group is a great place to get updated news from the Avenger via email and special website features. http://groups.yahoo.com/group/avenger-s 
- Avenger News newsletters are archived online, in PDF format, in a dedicated, members-only Google Group. http://groups.google.com/group/avengernews?lnk=li

* Our CaféPress Store: You can buy Avenger schtuff online like T-shirts, sweatshirts, mugs, mousepads, etc at the Cafepress Avenger Store, featuring our logo.  The 
anniversary period is done, and the standard logo items have been restored, but there are still a couple of items to bear the anniversary logo, too. New for 2008, though, is 
the calendar. This time, it’s a full-color graphic of our major insignia over time. The store can be found at: http://www.cafepress.com/ussavenger 

* CaféPress Store Feedback: Is there something you’d like that we’re not offering at the Avenger Store? Check out CaféPress’s product list, and if you see something 
there that’s not available in our store, contact Avenger Command and let them know.

* CaféPress Store Feedback II: It’ll soon be time for the 2009 calendar! We’ll be looking for suggestions for next year’s calendar art. Any ideas, contributions, or 
stuff you’d like to see us do? If so, contact Avenger Command.

* A STARFLEET Community of Particular Note: Interested members are invited to join a community called Project SIMELE. “SIMELE” is short for “STARFLEET 
In the Movie and Early Lost Eras”, and its focus is for members or chapters of STARFLEET who have an interest in, use the motif of, or are ctionally set in the 
timeframe of roughly 2270 to 2335 in the Star Trek Universe, to interact. (This, of course, includes the Avenger.) It’s designed to provide a venue for members to 
share resources, exchange ideas and thoughts about playing in this era of Star Trek, possibly develop cooperative ction, and so forth. Come check the group out 
at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SIMELE/

* Avenger Blueprints!
Do you nd yourself getting lost every time you’re on duty while serving aboard your ship? Maybe you should get one of these spiffy blueprint maps!
From the Federation Frontiers publishing ofce, we are pleased to offer General Plans for the Avenger-Class Heavy Frigate. No starship, save the famous line of those 
named Enterprise, has received this much attention to detail.  
The twenty (20) sheet set includes:
    - Construction history    - Ship’s directory    - Six (6) external views
    - Full starship specications    - Equipment listing (with system contractors) - Four (4) cross-section views
         - Plan views of all eleven decks at 1:600 scale
    - Full-sheet details of the bridge, torpedo pod, main engineering, two-level recreation deck, Sickbay, transporter complex, and auxiliary control.

For more information e-mail the author, Mike Rupprecht, at MRupprecht@aol.com, or just visit the Federation Frontiers web site for this and other spectacular Star 
Trek technical documents: http://members.aol.com/FdFrontier/

The Avenger-class Heavy Frigate General Plans cost a mere $10.00 for Avenger crew members, and can be purchased directly from Alex Rosenzweig. You can 
also buy the plans via mail order for $12, which includes shipping charges. Money orders are preferred, and will speed delivery. However, personal checks are 
acceptable and should be payable to “Michael C. Rupprecht”. Custom rolled sets are available for $15.00 and deluxe poster-sized sets for $40.00. To order, simply 
print out the handy order form at web site, or send your name, address, e-mail address, number and type of sets desired, along with your check or money order, 
to the following address:
   Federation Frontiers
   c/o Michael C. Rupprecht
   3711 Bloomingdale Drive
   Hillsborough, NJ  08844-5531

* Help Wanted!
Looking to contribute to the Avenger? If so, we need your help! The following positions are open:
- Press Ofcer: Write and distribute press releases to the ship’s media list, interact with reporters and other media personnel, and help craft our club image to the 
world at large!
- Chief of Security: Serve on the senior staff, and be a leader of the members in the Security Division. Have a direct voice in the running of the chapter. Highlight 
security/police/safety-oriented interests, both in the Trek Universe and in real life. (This position requires STARFLEET membership in good standing.)
Contact FCAPT Judy or COMM Todd if you’d like to volunteer!
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The Next Meeting of USS Avenger will be

SUNDAY, January 11, 2009
 2:00pm

North Brunswick Public Library
880 Hermann Rd.

North Brunswick, NJ 08902
http://www.northbrunswicklibrary.org

Deadline for submissions for the next issue of Avenger News, AN-113:
January 25, 2009

Please submit all articles, illustrations and/or photos to Alex Rosenzweig: 
alex@tellurian.com


